Highland Pistol & Rifle Club, Inc.
Range Safety Rules
1. Safety glasses and hearing protection are required for everyone on the indoor range when the
range is open for firing.
2. Anyone impaired by alcohol or drugs will not be allowed on the ranges. Beverages consumed on club
grounds must be purchased from club.
3. Be thoroughly familiar with your gun’s operation.
4. Never move on the range with your gun closed or loaded.
5. Always keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction and your finger off the trigger until ready to shoot
• Keep the muzzle up when moving to and from the firing range.
• When on the firing line, always keep the muzzle pointed down range.
• Only shoot at the target in front of you.
• Do not shoot at the ceiling of the indoor range. Your finger should not be on trigger until your
aim is set.
6. When the range officer calls “Cease Fire”, put your gun down immediately and make it safe by putting
it on the table, action open and empty. Do not touch any part of your gun while the range is SAFE.
No one is permitted in front of the firing line or down range until all guns are made safe and the range
is declared SAFE.
7. Use ammunition compatible to your gun and our range. Use of ammunition other than prescribed can
damage our backstop and pose a hazard to the shooters. No jacketed, clad, hardball ammunition and
no BB are allowed on the indoor range. No hot reloads or magnum loads.
Target loads only.
8. Full automatic guns (machine guns) are Not allowed. No .50 cal BMG’s.
9. Everyone is expected to sweep up their expended brass cartridges or shotgun hulls after shooting.
10. Be aware that circumstances may require additional rules unique to a particular situation and that
individual decisions may be made by the range officer as needed.
11. Junior shooters must have adult supervision; no more than 5 junior shooters to one adult
instructors or coach.
12. All targets must be adjusted so that all bullets fired on the outdoor range impact the 100 meter berm.
13. Members who bring guests are expected to explain the above rules to their guests before entering the
range.
14. You must sign in for use of the Outdoor/Indoor range before use when the club is open.

Highland Pistol & Rifle
club Indoor range ammo
rules
Rim fire cartridges banned
All .17 Cal, All .22 magnums
Any .22 cal with a labeled velocity of greater than 1299 fps, all tracers, CCI Stingers, CCI
Velocitor, CCI Varmint ,
CCI Maxi Mag, Winchester® Varmint HE, Aguila Interceptor, Aguila Super Maximum,
Remington Hyper Velocity

Allowed .22 cal rimfire
Any .22 marked, CB, Short, Sub-sonic, Standard velocity (STDV), Any .22 marked High Velocity but
under 1299 fps Any bullet style including lead round nose, hollow point, copper washed

*Note any .22 rifle using allowed .22 ammo is OK

Banned centerfire ammo
.30 Carb, .32 Mag, 327 Fed, .38 Super, 9x21mm, .357 Sigs, .357 Mag, .41 Mag,
10mm, .44 Mag, .454 Casull

Anything Marked P+ or +P+ No rifle* or rifle ammo
allowed, no carbines allowed
Please note that most over the counter ammo is some sort of jacketed or ball type ammo
and is not allowed. Also no hot hand loads. Specifically, no Full Metal Jacket (FMJ), Metal
Case (MC), ,Total Metal Jacket (TMJ), Jacketed Hollow Points (JHP), Soft Point (SP), Half
Jacketed Hollow points (HJHP), Silver Tips (ST), Silver Tip hollow Point (STHP), Golden
Saber (GS), MagSafe, Brass Jacketed Hollow Point (BJHP), Armor-Piercing (AP), Glazer
Safety Slugs, Ballistic Silver Tip (BST) Armor-Piercing Incendiary (API), Gold Dot Hollow
Point (GDHP), Jacketed Soft Point (JSP), No black powder, anything larger than .45 cal

Allowed centerfire ammo
Pistols only & lead ammo only
.357 Mag & .44 Mag guns may be used with .38 or .44 special ammo only, .32 Mag pistols
may be used with .32 long or shorts or .32 S&W, Additionally, standard or target reloads
with plain lead bullets Anything marked Cowboy loads is OK

Additionally banned is any ammo that is jacketed or not
that could damage our back stop as deemed by the RSO on
duty.
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